Sony MDS-JB940 MiniDisc PC Keyboard Template

IMPORTANT! Make sure "Fit to page" is NOT selected in the Adobe Acrobat dialog box when printing. If it is checked the template will not be printed to the correct scale.

Cut on dotted line. Tape Part 2 on top of Part 1 at Alignment Mark. Tip: Tape the ends to the keyboard and then place a long piece of 3/4" clear tape to hold the template down and protect it.

Alignment Mark

Part 1

- MENU /NO
- PLAY
- PAUSE
- STOP
- ESC
- F1
- F2
- F3
- F4
- F5
- F6
- F7
- F8

Part 2

- AMS/REW
- AMS/FWD
- YES
- F9
- F10
- F11
- F12

Left Arrow
Right Arrow

Caps Lock = Switch character case
Backspace = Shift characters left
Delete = Clear (erase character)
Page Up = Move cursor forward 10 spaces
Page Down = Move cursor backward 10 spaces
Enter = Starts/Ends naming procedure

Numeric Keypad
/ = Divide
* = Move
= = Erase
+ = Combine

SONY
MDS-JB940
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